C H A P T E R - III
'MAN'

I~

SARTRE'S PHILOSOPHY

Cartesianism in a sense lingers in the philosOphy
of Jean-Paul Sartre. Sartre admits of the bifurcation of
man and the non-human world. But he does not say that the
distinction of man consists in his cognising ability which
the non-human objeet lacks. Sartre devides Being into two
fundamental kinds- Being-in-itselr and Being-for-itself.
Although this distinction is not C3rtesian, nevertheless
the possession of consciousness by man is Sartre•s point
of departure when he explains human existence. But for
him this consciousness is not a cognising .consciousness
that is directed to the external world. As Solomon says.
t•

it is an active, living consciousness". We shall explain

this distinction between the two kinds of Being with the
intention of getting a glimpse of Sartre•s conception
of man.
Sartre discovers in human consciousness a certain
kind of indeterminacy which is not to be found in objects
of the physical world. The indeterminacy of consciousness
suggests that through acts of consciousness man relates
himself to the world and to himself in such a way that a
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distance is created between man and the world. The
creation of this distance is actually a mark of possibility which characterizes man.

The essential indeterminacy which marks the
uniqueness of man must be compared Wdth the determinateness that we find in physical objects. The

determinate-

ness which physical things have is of course a mark of
completeness but man's indeterminacy and incomp!eteness
is his typical character. A physical object like a Stone
is ever

complete in the sense that it is what it is. In

being just it is. the being of the stone always coincides
with itself. Sartre•s idea is that the stone like every other
physical thing has no mission to fulfil. no possibility
to realise. The stone has no expectation ; it does not
project its goals and values beyond itself. This fulfilment
of the stone is something that gives it completeness but a
dimension of being which Sartre discovers in man is not
exposed to the stone.
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Sartre wculd say that man is never complete
in the sense that he always intends to fulfil his
expectation and to pass beyond itself to an imaginary
future. The stone is complete because it has no
possibility. no emptiness within itself. Man has
emptiness. disappointment and expectation. That is
why he is not satisfied with the 1t0rld of actuality
which it wants to transform.

The idea contained in what is said above must
be explained. with reference to Sartre•s conception of
nothingness. It would not be an exaggeration to say
that the concept of nothingness is the prime concept
in Sartre's philosophy. consciousness of man has been
described by Sartre as creative of nothingness. The
concept of nothingness again is connected with the
concept of nihilation. As Solomon sa y s. "nihilation is
an activity of consciousness and is responsible for the
existence of nothingness in the world". Sartre would
go to the e xtent of saying that consciousness itself
is nothingness because consciousness is responsible for
creating nothingness.
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So far as Sartre is concerned. the essence of all
human conscious activities is nothingness and nihilation.
And it is this that distinguishes man from all other
kinds of being.

The proposition that consciousness creates
nothingness is not easily understandable. We do not
normally perceive it. What we se e is always ••something ' 1•
But this is far from what Sartre holds. He believes.
contrary to ordinary thinking. that consciousness may
be directed towards nothingness in the sense that we
perceive nothingness. Sartre illustrates his point by
saying

that just as we can discover our friend

pet~r

in

a restaurant. similarly. when peter is absent there. we
perceive the absence of peter. This is a positive experience.
an experience of a hall '' inhabited by nothingness ''· ·

It is not only the case that our percepti on of
nothingness gets a linguistic support because we speak of
our having an awareness of absence. So far as
example is concerned. we

the above

can say that the basis on which

the absence of pe ter comes into existence. is an expectation
which is not fulfilled by the external situation. Nothingness
is not given to our conscious ness in the

flat sense in which

tables and chair s may be g ive n to us. Con sciousness creates
not hing ness.
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The peculiarity of consciousness is that it does
not passively look at the world as a cognising agent.
Consciousness does not simply accept what is given to
him. It is the basic nature of consciousness that it is
full of hopes and desires. expectations and projects.
Man looks at the world with all its projects and
desires which is seldom satisfied by the actual state-of
affairs. In other words. consciousness invariably makes
certain demands which is seldom fulfilled. This gives
rise to frustration and a sense of
nature.

~he

tree and the stone are

incompleten~ss
£~filled

in human

and satisfied

because they do not make any demand on whatever surrounds
them. But human nature is essentially open to

disap~oint

ment because it nihilates actuality. When the demand for
peter is not fulfilled. we

create nothingness by nihilating

what is actually given. consciousness theFeby goes beyond or
transcends the actuality of a state-of-affairs. In short. we
can say that since every conscious act involves eApectation.
so every conscious act · involves an act of nihilation.
If we compare Being-for-itself
we find the

lqt~

w~th

Being-in-itself.

is complete. Completion is another name for

the absence of possibility.
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The stone is complete in the sense that the stone
has no possibility ; it does not want to transcend the actual
state-of-affairs and to project its desires on what surrounds
it.

on

the other hand, Being-fer-itself is disappointed, in-

complete because it has the promise to become something-else.
It has the possibility to establish its demand and thereby
alter the actual state-of-affairs. Being-for-itself has the
competence to cancel or to negate what is given thereby
creating nothingness.
p~erogative

~he

creation of nothingness is, therefore, a

of Being-for- itself because it is only this

kioo of Being which contains possibility.

Being-for-itself would never remove the nothingness
which it creates. In oth e r words, human nature is always
indeterminate and incomplete. Its possibilities and expectations
would never be completely fulfilled. NeveTtheless, man will
project his possibilities towards the future. Man's ideal is
total completion. But that would really deprive it of its
glorious possibilities.
The concept. of possibility which entrrs into the
constitution of the concept of man is connected

with the

concept of freedom. Man is not only a c e ntre of possibility.
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man is free.

It is a kind of freedom which permits

man to withdraw himself from the external world. It is
true that man cannot be free in the absolute sense. Yet,
so long as man thinks of the future, so long as he
establishes aims for himself, a man is free. This freedom
is not absolute because man is free "within the contingencies
of his finitude " • It is not possible for man to ignore
the limits of space and time and even of the situation
in which he is placed. Nevertheless, Sartre believes that the
situation may restrict my choice, but it does not determine
my choice. The prisoner who is thrown within the prison-house

is definitely limited by a certain situation. Yet within
limits, the prisoner enjoys the freedom to choose between
alternatives. Sartre says, "

'to be free' does not mean 'to

obtain what one has wishea ' but rather by one self to
determine oneself to wish "

~he

determination or obstruction by circumstances

does not actually amount to curtailment of individual freedom.
As a matter of fact, resistance and obstruction have meaning
only in the context that man is approaching the world with his
desires and expectations.
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To quote Sartre : " human reality everywhere
encounters resistance and obstacles which it has not
created, but these resistances and obstacles have
meaning only in and through the free choice which human
reality is "• The mountain is an obstacle to me only
when I intend to cross it. If I do not have any such
desire the mountain will be just a physical entity and
not a kind of resistance. The concept of resistance,
therefore. is meaningful only in the context of human
freedom.
If we collect together the different concepts
which have been used by Sartre in developing his meditations on human nature, we find that man in Sartre•s
philosophy is a centre of consciousness which is the
locus of unlimited possib ilities created in him by his
desires and expectations. Man projects them

to the future

but is frequently frustrated by the actual situation which
does not hold out in a promise for satisfying

it.

This obstruction does not kill his desire. Man defies
actuality or rather denies it because it does not respond
to his desire. In Sartre•s terminology. consciousness thus
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nihilates the actual State-of-affairs and thereby
creates
/

nothingness which again he wants to nihilate.

But this process of nihilation and fulfilment is never
complete and man is never a God- a Being in whom there
is complete fulfilment. sartre•s man is therefore.
neither a stone. nor a God.

rn

stone the concepts of

possibility and fulfilment have no application. In God.
fulfilment is final which means that it negates the
trace of every possibility in God. Man therefore • ever
remains a ,,centre of possibility who in his essential
freedom

challenges and transcends actuality.

It may be fruitful to compare the picture of man
in Sartre•s philosophy with the picture which has come out
during our examination of the philosophies of Kierkegaard
and Heidegger. What is most pronounced in Kierkegaard's
philosophy is that he conceiv e s of man as a

passionate

individual but Kierkegaard makes ineividuals a SQblUded
personality who are separated from each other and also
separated. from the world at large. Heidegger•s man finds
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inextricably connected with what lies beyond itself
and who is conceived of as a centre of projects and
possibilities. In Sartre. we find that man is essentially
communicating with the world although he does not accept
it as it is. Nevertheless. very much like Heidegger.
Sartre describes man as a centre of unlimited possibility
who continuously makes his j ourney through an unending
process of realization of "" hi,s'·: desire. Sartre

analys~s

human possibility in terms of desire, expectation etc.
These are

terms which have a tendency to project man as

a being of passion rather than as a being of intellect and
understanding.

